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ABSTRACT 
A.s.ses~rnenr (~ f~ f i ) rr~l / f~~~c~r iorz  re1arior1.sliip.s i.s rrororiortsly contrnrious in creole grclrnrnars sincr 
oi,err grarnrnuric-al rrrarkers t~picallj.  alrerriare ic'irli zero ir7 a nunlher of sub-renzs of rlze 
gmrnm~n-. Ccrregor.ieci1 l~rr.c.epriori coupled ,ixirh rlle .srrucnrrnli.rr rendency ro a.scrihe ci ~irlglr 
,firnction ro ecicll,fi)rn~ rogerher corispir-e ir1 pr-oirloring rlle ~iidespread noriorl tllat hoth oi!ert arid 
:ero founs erre grcrrnmticcrl markers of .spec$ic rneanings. E,~erilplifving ,c)ifli rlle lJasr reirzpoi-(11 
referente .sector ~f Nigericrn Pidgii~ English (NPE), an e.xrended pidgin said ro e.xAihir 
prorotypiccil cr-eole feanrr-es, tlzis paper shoii~s rhar only a s m l l  rnirrori- of NPE coiirc7.~-ts ,viril 
L I  l~~zrric1dar- sertznnric r-<fer.rncr co-occur ivirh L I I I  oijerr,forrn claiined ro rrlcodr rllis rrfer-erace. 
Iildeed, tlle over-r ,foutis &pically appear in a rlurnber qf diverse eorirc7.~-ts. Thus despite 
coti.<iderable gmrnrrmricizariorz oi*er tlle post couple of cenruries. i~oile of [he oierr NPE pasr 
ternporcil referz.nce,f¿)r7n.s liai3e as Ter arrained rlie srarl{s c?f gr~rrnmriccil marker. It,follo,is rliar 
ttle selecriori of zero cannor be injkrred ro u r lamb iguou~~~  sigrial rlie nt~sence of a specific 
ci.s.\ociared rneanirig, pace rl~e Bicker.torliarl ~ceri~lrio. ,ihere& each,fornr. oi,er? cind null, ta~is 
ci uniqile sernarlric inrerprerarion. (Keyuords: grarnmaticization. linguistic variation and 
change, formifunction asymrnetry. past temporal reference. Nigerian Pidgin English. creole 
prototype, creole languages. zero-rnarked verb. variable rule analysis, hnz, korn, don). 
* Tlie support of tlie SSHRCC, in tlie foriii of si-iiiirs #d10-90-0336 aiid #410-95-0778 ro botli autliors. 15 :iarefull~ 
achiiouled~ed. H'e iliaih E,jihe  EL^ for Iiis participaiioii iii codiiiz the daia. aiid for useful discuisioiis nboui ilie paai. 
Marjor? Meecliai for iiiai~IitfU1 coiiiiiiciita (iii aii earlier versioii of tliis paper. aiid Salikoho Mufweiie foi \lig~esliii,o 
a iicu way ol looLiii,o ai Ilie iiiaterinls we rcport oii Iicre. Tliis papcr was origiiially publislicd i ~ i  Pliilip Bakcr & Aiiaiid 
Syea teds.) t I Y961 C ~ I O I I ~ I I I ~  MCOII~I I~S .  C11o11~itig FIIIIC~~OIIS: P < I ~ ~ I J  Relirrii~g ro Giurt~i~iorrcolr:nrtor, i i ~  C~?irrric.t 
Lriitgiio,?n (Loiidoii: Iliiiversitj of Westiiiiiister Press). The Editorial Board of Cirntlei-iios tle FilolopW Iiiglesti is vrry 
graiehl to tlic editciri a i  well as to IJiiiversii! of Westiiiiiister Presz, liir pei-iiiissi»ri lo re-puhli,\li i i .  
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La ei~trluacián de las relaciones jornit~/firt~ciót~ es de notoria controi*ersia en el caso de las 
gr(irncític~a.s t~rio1kr.s desde que niurc.adore.s grnrnatic(i1es e.rl>rl,lic.itos rilrer~iirrn no~.~~irrln~eiite c.on 
,fi~.x-iones cero en nurrierosos sithsisteinas de la gr~rrncitir~ci. Lu tendenc,io c,crtegóric,a 
estract~rrnli.sta o irtrihirir rrnu función iridiiidu(i1 parcr ccida ,for~tirr cantrihi4ye a ,fomrntor Iri 
11o(,i(jn tcrn getlei-tr1i:trclrr de que tanto Icrs .fi)rnzcrs e.\-l>rl,lic,iras c,ortio Ins irizl>rl,licit(i.s (c'rro) .so11 
marcadores grrrint7ticales de sigrijficados especr~cos. Al ejenlplificar corz la categorírr do 
rqferencitr ten~porrrl dr píoado en el inglés pidgiil iiigeriano (Nigeri(rt1 Pidgirz English, NPEi. 
rrn pitigiir extenelido qitc j~arece sc)r que e.shiht~ rasgos criollos prototí~>rl,ic.os, el presente rruic,rrlo 
iiurestra córno sólo un niirilero reducido de colirex-tos NPE con una r<ii.i.encitr sen~ántic ,~ 
cl.spec~r:fi'c~(i coniiiv con uncr ,fi)i-itiii erl~lícita a la que se le citrihuye Ici rodifictrc~icín de 
r<ferencia. De Irecho, las forniirs e.rplícitas norttzalrnente se da11 en una sc~i.ie de conte.rtos 
dii'e~rcis. Por t(r~ito, L /  j?e.srrr de le1 cotz.sider(ihle grcrinatic~iili:rrc'i~j~i durniite los ú1tiino.s dos 
siglos, niiiguna de Icis,f0rnrtrs NPE de rejerenciri te~nporol de ptrsc7do ha logindo rrún el estat1r.s 
de marcador grairiotic(i1. De lo que se desprende que iio se puede suponer que 1ri selrcci(írr de 
la,fi)rrrur w r o  indique ineyuí\~ocarnente 1ri crusenc.i(r de rtii signjficcrdo e.sl>rl,ec,ífic.o, c,on el debirlo 
respeto poro Iri perspectiin hickertoniariir, en el que crrdo J i~rnw,  tanto la e.rj?lícita roiiií~ la 
cero, tiene iwcr iítiicri iriteq?i-etcrciói? semcintitzr. (Palabras Clave: gramaticalización. variacicíii 
y cambio lingüísticos. asimetría formallfuncional. referencia temporal de pasado. inglés pid_niii 
niperiano. prototipo criollo. lenguas criollas. verbo sin marcas flexi\~as. análisis de la re_ola 
variable. h m ,  kotn, don).  
1. INTRODUCTION 
As gran~matical morphemes develop from lexical material. a form may hecome so intiniately 
associated with a particular meaninp that its ahsence is likewise interpreted to signal ahsence 
of that nieaning. Once an overt morpherne becomes obligatory. or at least h i ~ h l y  frequent. the 
listener is entitled. by conventionalization of implicature, to infer that if i r  was not used. the 
inf'erences associated with i r  were not intended (Bybee 1994: 235). Beginning with the 
occasional use of a lexical iteni. the candidate for grammatical status gains frequency. 
undergoes erosion of its original lexical meaning and comes to occupy a fixed syntactic slot. 
Concomitant with generalization in meaninp is increased appropriateness and use. Eventuall!.. 
the grammaticized form may appear not only in contexts where it  signals a particular meaning. 
but also entirely redundantly. whenever its meaning is simply compatible with the general 
meaning of the utterance (Pagliuca 1994: ix). The more grammatical processes a given 
linguistic unir undergoes. the more its use hecomes obligatory in certain contexts and 
unprammatical in others (Heine 6( Reh 1984). 
The changes associated with grammaticization do not come ahout ahruptly. hut nlay 
perdure for centuries. as fornis pass through a series of transitions from content word to 
morphological affix. Various stages of this process niay therefore he ohservahle in any 
synchronic state of the language (Hopper & Traugott 1993: 3). This is why the concept ofcline 
d e f i n e d  historically as a path alonp which fornis evolve. and synchronically. as a 
continuuni- is hasic to its study (ihid.: 6 ) .  In the early stages a lexical item may he associated 
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with. but not yet embody. a grammatical meaning: its absence cannot yet be taken to signal 
absence of the meaning. 
Creole languages provide an excellent locus for the study of grammaticization. Because 
«f the extreme sociohistorical circumstances under which they typically develop. normally 
gradual processes of linguistic restructuring are compressed. Diachronic evidence may thus 
he telescoped in a single stage of the Iangua~e.  with attendant advantages for linguistic 
arialysis. In addition. the contact languages contributing to the tiirmation of tlie creole (lexitier. 
substrate) often continue to coexist with i r .  offering valuable comparative evidence for the 
behavior of the forms in question (Mufwene 1996). Perhaps niost important. due no doubt to 
the widespread variability in pidgin and creole languages of overt and null expressions of 
grammatical meaning. the above-n~entioned scenario. whereby absence of a mark is imbued 
with a unique semantic interpretation (i.e. ahsence of the meaning associated with the mark). 
is often invoked. Arguably most influential is Bickerron's creole "prototype" (D. Bickerton 
1974: 1979: 1981). which predicts that stative verbs in 1-anterior] and punctual verbs in 
[+anterior]. temporal relationship tci a preceding reference verb will receive an «ver1 
zranmlatical mark (in English-based creoles. usually bm or ben): zero is interpreted in this 
schema as marking [-anterior] relationship in punctual verhs. 
In this study we examine the interplay of linguistic variation. ongoing gramnlaticization 
and tense/aspect marking through empirical study «f past time expression in Nigerian Pidgin 
English (NPE). an extended pidgin widely held to exhibit prototypical creole features 
(Agheyisi 1984: Farnclas 1987: Singler 1992). Taking the entire past temporal reference secror 
as a point oí' departure. our approach is innovative in examininp both 1) the extent to which 
a given,for~n, once selecred. actually signals a given context. as well as 2) the extent to which 
each <,onrr.rr is preferenrially associated with any of the forins o c c u r r i n ~  in it. Moreover. we 
cnntend. and will demonstrate. that only such a multidimensional analysis can reveal the true 
relationship between form and function. and hence. the degree to which each candidate for 
morpheme status may appropriately he characrerized as rnar;kir~g a given hnction. Special focus 
on the nbsenrc of a mark. i.e. zero. in contexts where overt forms are also attested. permits 
us to determine whether the former in fact has a unique semantic interpretation. An added 
honus of the analysis is the synchronic portrait it affords of the gramnlaticization continuum. 
and the position on i t  of the different forms within a well-demarcated sector of the NPE 
granmar at a given point in its evolution. 
Typically grammaticization is studied diachronically. From a synchronic point of view. 
however. it may he viewed as a special case of form-function asymmetry (Heine et al. 1991b: 
2).  As such we submit that it  can be protitably treated within the variationist framework we 
adopt here. although with the notable exception of Sankoff's work (e.g. 1976. 1977a; 1977b: 
1979; 1990). the variationist approach t« grammaticization is greatly underrepresented. The 
analyses that follow will contribute to filling that gap. 
11. PAST TIME RIARKING IN ENGLISH-BASED CREOLES AND NPE 
Perhaps most salient of the properties creoles share is their tense-modality-aspect (TMA) 
systeni (see Muysken (1981) for surnmary). Creole languages are widely characterized as bein: 
aspect-prominent. expiessing aspectual distinctions hy means oí' preverhal particles. whose use 
is said to interact with temporal reference and stativity (Bickerton 1973: 1979: 1981)'. Those 
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expressing past temporal reference in English-haced creoles typically include forms like dsti. 
hnr and zero. These. as well as otlier particles occurring in past temporal reference contexts. 
are illustrated with data froni NPE in the following six examples. 
( 1 )  k a n  wi k a n  drigk am wit evriti~j wey i giv 3s (041256)' 
'We drank it with everything he gave us' 
(2) d m  i d3n dai ( 110 13) 
'He has died' 
( 3 )  de a de waka f3 n3t lef rait an senta (31103) 
' 1  was walking ahout in the North. left. right and center' 
(4) bm a bm orijinali k m  fr3m Inglan (0117-8) 
'1 originally came from England' 
(6) zero imidetli wey de si di d e n ~ ~ ~ s r e t ~ ~ s .  de Sut (01270) 
'Irnmediately they saw the demonstrators. they shot' 
Although the inventory of attested forrns is quite consistent across creoles. their liinctions. and 
thus the grammatical mechanism underlying theni. remain controversial.' In particular. 
researchers have tended to equate like surface forrns with similar liinctioiis, although a numher 
of factors (e.g. differential input of suhstrate and lexifier languages) may result in use of 
similar forms for diflerent hnctions (e.g. Mufwene 1996: Myhill 1991 : Sankoff 1990: Singler 
1990; Winford 1985). 
The few existing characterizations of the contemporary past temporal reference system 
of NPE. such as those of Agheyisi (1971) and Faraclas (1987). hasically endorse Bickerton's 
(1974: 1981: 1984) conception of the interaction of an actionlstate distinction and anterior. 
rather than past. tense in overt and zero marking of past. Thus Faraclas states that "zero 
marked action verhs are [ Spast].  while zero marked nonaction verhs are [-past] ". predicting 
that only [Spunctual] verhs with past temporal reference will surface with no overt 
morphology. Overt marking of past time is said to he accomplished by the "tense auxiliary" 
bm, denoting "anterior past with action verhs and simple past with non-action verbs" (Faraclas 
1987: 46). Agheyisi interprets bnz as a marker of remote past for active verhs, hut simple or 
remote past for statives". d a  is unanirnously characterized as a completive aspectual marker. 
and Faraclas (ibid.) attrihutes this meaning to ,fnzrS as well. Non-punctual aspect (either 
durative. iterative or habitual) is said to he encoded hy the continuative marker de.  Another 
form. k n n  (ka). is characterized by Faraclas as having no direct hearing on time reference or 
sequence: he interprets it as "a marker of objectivity or realis modality" (ihid.: 50). 
Figure 1 summarizes these predictions for past tiiiie rnarking in NPE. In what follows 
we compare them to the forms actually used in our past temporal reference data. 
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111. DATA AND hIETHOD 
111.1. The Corpus 
The data on which this study is based are drawn from a corpus of infornial conversations 
among a social network of 12 Nigerians. Al1 had immigrated to Ottawa. Canada within five 
years of this writing. but were born. raised andior long-time residents of predominantly NPE- 
speaking areas of Nigeria (e.g. Bendel. Rivers. Lagos)'. Though the speakers are highly 
educated and multilingual in a numbei of Kwa languages. as well as in NPE and Standard 
Englisli. the interaction between them and E.jike Eze. an in-group member who collecred the 
data. took place entirely in NPE. 
111.2. Coding and Analysis 
This study (v. also Tagliamonte & Poplack 1988) differs from its predecessors in that the locus 
of variation includes al1 verbs with past teniporal reference. here detined as any event or state 
occurring prior to speech time. All eligible contexts. whether overtly niarked or not. were 
extracted from the tape-recorded conversations constiruting the NPE corpus. giving a total of 
4.759 verbal structures referring to events or states in the past. 
Each niain verb was systeniatically coded according to nearly a dozen linguistic features 
extrapolated from the literature on past teniporal reference in creoles and related vernaculars. 
as well as the relevant African substrate languages, where available. Most central -and 
elusive- of these are the interrelated features of stativity and temporal relationship. Clainis 
about the links between them are tricky to validate. because 1) their interaction must be taken 
into account (Tagliamonte & Poplack 1993). and 2 )  it is dit'ficult to identify non-applications 
(Sankoff 1990: 307). The validity of any analysis of these issues resides, in large measure. 
in the resolution of the above problems. In ensuin? sections we describe the methods we have 
developed to deal with them. 
111.3. Temporal Relationship 
Available characterizations of hm's role as anterior niarker provide no discovery procedure 
for point »f reference in its absence. As previously (Tagliamonte 1991: Tagliamonte & Poplack 
1993). we adopt for this purpose the framework of Lo Cascio and associates for ideiititying 
temporal structure in discourse (e.g. Lo Cascio & Cn Vet 1986). Following this model. which 
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perniits identitication of temporal relationships according to consistent and systematic criteria. 
each verh was categorized according to the temporal relationship it entertained with its 
preceding reference verb. viz. anteriority. sequentiality. coincidence. repetition and 
reorieritiation. Vei-hs were coded as ANTERIOR when Event 2 was ordered before Event 1 .  as 
i i i  (7a-b). and SEQIJENTIAL when Everit 1 was ordered hefore Event 2. as in (8). For present 
purposes. the residue were classed as OTHER NON-ANTERIOR. as in (9)". This categorization 
scliema enahled us to test the requisite application and nori-application sites fi)r anterior tense 
rnarking in the data. Inclusion of non-application sites perniits comparison of marker usage in 
anterior rilid non-anterior temporal relationships i i i  the semantic domain of past time. 
(7a) a no iian k3m. a bnz de k3m go (81147) 
'1 did not want to come. 1 had been cornin? and goin?' 
(7h) i k a n  go f3 dat ples wey i k S  di tri (41019) 
'He went to the place wliere he had cut the tree froiii' 
(8) a k3l ma sista. rna sista rijet mi (11066) 
'1  called my sister. my sister rejected me' 
(9) i d11 beta w3k. i las tj tu tems 3v di g3vment (711 10) 
'He did a good job. He lasted for two terms of governnient' 
111.4. Stativity 
In order to capture the elusive category of STATIVITI. we coded each verh hoth in ternis of its 
inherent punctual or stative qualities and in terms of sentential aspect. Following Quiik et al. 
(1985). we categorized as stative. verbs representing mental perception. states of emotion or 
attitude. sensory perception and hodily sensation. as well as verhs of  relationship and 
nieasurerrient. as in (10). 
( loa)  a no laik as di ples dey (1 10 16) 
'1 did not like how the place was' 
(10b) a hia sey na dem fait agens 3s (51363) 
' 1  heard that they were the ones who fought against us' 
(10c) di tig las tri yias oh (71053) 
'The thing lasted for three years' 
Punctual verbs included those representing events uriderstood to have occurred once. as in 
(1 1 ) .  
( I la) i k J?I te1 mi ini nem ( 121 137) 
'He told me his nanie' 
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(1 1 b)  nia perens a no no hu te1 den1 ( 11 194) 
'1 don't know who told niy parents' 
( 1 1 C )  G3d giv mi pis wen a ripen (1 21237) 
'God gave me peace when 1 repented' 
(1 l d )  ma hashan k a n  sen mi di pepas (131 1 17) 
'My husband sent me the papers' 
Verbs were also coded as continuous or iterative accordinp to c«ntextual indicators such as 
adverbs. conjunctions and other disamhiguating information. but tabulated separately according 
to whether they were lexically stative. as in (12). or non-stative. as in (13). 
(12a) a k ~ i n  de rispet dat w3n (51373) 
'1  was respectinp that one' 
( I?h) ini de s p d l  mi (121152) 
'He was spoiling me' 
(12c) a da7 dr hia dat kain ti9 (31287) 
'1 have been hearing that kind of thinp' 
( 13a) so wi kDm de draiv de go ( 131035) 
'So we were driving on' 
(13b) winta k a n  dr k a n  (21130) 
'Winter was coming' 
(13c) i du beta w ~ k  f3 dem oh (71109) 
'He did a good job for them' 
(13d) evri dey na ini a de k m i  (121037) 
'1 cried every day' 
This perrnitted us to disentangle the (often confusinp) interface between the stativelnon-stative 
and punctuallnon-punctual dichotornies. Because our schema considered each distinction 
independently. an exhaustive four-way comparison among factors could he achieved-. 
111.5. Temporal Distance 
To test whether verbal markinp is sensitive to ternporal distance. as (at least iniplicitly) 
sugpested for NPE by Agheyisi (1971: 134). we categorized verbs in ternis of hoth their 
relative rernoteness from each other and their absolute rernoteness from speech time. This 
permitted us to distinguish events and states that had «ccurred in the reniote past. as in (14a-b). 
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froni niore recent ones. as in ( 1 4 - d )  
(14a) a se wai yu b m  tri pikin'! (91182) 
' 1  said. "why did you give birth to three children'!"' 
( 14b) na di m3n nia fada dai de b3n ain (81350) 
' I t  was the nionth m!! father clied that he was born' 
(14c) W311 3v nia fren fen di 3da dey . yu no ( 1  11 81 ) 
'One of my friends fainted the other day. you know' 
(14d) di b3i kil im fren an kil imself 3iso (61139) 
'The boy killed his friend and killed himself also' 
111.6. Contextual Disambiguation 
A recurrent characterization ofpidgins is that context disambiguates temporal reference (e.g. 
Bakker 1995: 37): fúnctional effects on marking have also been invoked with regard to creoles 
in general (e.g. Mufwene 1983) as well as to to early varieties of West African Pidgin English 
(WAPE), a presun~ed precursor of NPE (Fayer 1982). Such observations suggest that overt 
morphological marking is promoted by lack of other disanibiguating inforn~ation in the 
surrounding discourse. S o  test the effect of local disambiguation on past marking. we 
examined co-occuri-ence patterns of verbs with temporal adverbs in [he inlnlediate clause. as 
in (15). 
( 15a) a k a n  hia etiet (71470) 
'1 carne here in eighty-eight' 
( 15h) a da2 riyrn tru tru dat taim (121 199) 
'1 had truly repented that time' 
í l5c)  dat nait im no slil~ wit am shaa (11269) 
'That night he did not sleep with her' 
Our own earlier studies of verbal marking in Early Black English in the Americas (Poplack CC: 
Tagliamonte 1989: Tagliainonte CC: Poplack 1993) revealed a counterfunctional trend. whereby 
an overt nrark on a preceding reference form fa\~ored a overt mark on the current verb or noun. 
as exemplified with NPE in (16). We also examine the applicability of this copying. or 
"parallel processing" (Scherre & Naro 1991) effect in NPE. 
(16a) i k m  pil31 di hol kanda 3v di banana na im i km1 tek arn kip am f 3  insaid p3t 
(41032) 
'He peeled of f  al1 the banana peels and put them ir1 a pot' 
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(16h) a k ~ l  ma sista. ma sista rijet mi (1 1066) 
'1 called my sister. niy sister rejected me' 
(16c) a dDn rejista. a d ~ t n  b i k m  kanejan man (71036) 
'1 have registered. 1 have beconie a Canadian' 
111.7. Other Factors 
Because marking patterns in NPE could conceivably have been transmitted by the lexifier. the 
suhstrate(s) oi- hoth. we also examined features found tu affect variability in these and related 
vernaculars. available information permitting. For example. in Igbo. the first lanpuape of most 
of our  speakers. the verb surfaces hare in negative sentences with past temporal reference 
(Emenanjo 1985: Nwachukwu 1983; Okeke 1984). We tested the effect of NEC~ATION in NPE 
by distinguishing affirmative. as in (17a-h). from negative (17c-d) sentence types. 
( 17a) i k n ? ~  open d3 f3 mi ( 131047) 
'He opeiied the door for me' 
(17b) i sey tudey iia ma h3sbcn t3n (61548) 
'She said today is my husband's turn' 
(1 7c) i no rejista wetin im hol (71 1 18) 
'He did not register what he had' 
( 1  7d) m3gki no si enitirj wey i t  go it (41009) 
'The nionkey did not see anything 10 eat' 
PHONOLOGICAL CONTEXT. both preceding and following. has been shown to affect past tense 
marking in English (e.g. Guy 1980: Neu 1981). Jamaican Creole (Patrick 1991). and Early 
Black English (Tagliamonte & Poplack 1988: 1993): VERB CLASS (as inferred from 
morphological patterns across the verh paradigm) and VERB TYPE (i .e.  "strong" vs. "weak") 
condition past tense marking in vernacular varieties of English (e.g. Cheshire 1982: Christian 
et al. 1988: Hughes & Trudgill 1979) as well as Early Black English (Tagliamonte & Poplack 
1993). Results of preliminary analyses showed that none of these features had a significant 
effect on overt marking in NPE: we do not discuss them further in what follows. 
111.8. Analyzing Variabiliti 
To detect which of the remaining factors contrihute statistically significant effects to the 
presence of each of the past temporal reference options when al1 are considered simultaneously. 
as well as the relative iniportance of each. we made use of the multiple regression piocedure 
incorporated iri GoldVarb 2.0 (Rand & Sankoff 1990). a variable rule application for the 
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Macintosh. The alert reader will note that the "variable context". or locus of variation, we 
have defined for this study -viz.. the entire past temporal reference system- is somewhat 
unorthodox in comparison to those traditionally featured in variation studieS. This is intended 
as a heuristic device. wariai-ited by tl-ie nature of the pioblern. To Bickerton's characteiization 
of the opposition between I?ni and zero as privative. Sai-ikoff ( 1  990) had already objected that 
testing whether use of a marker conforms to the prototype. while ignoring whether the rlori- 
rrses so conform could be n-iisleading. We agree. Any accountable report o11 the relationship 
betweei-i. for exan-iple hnz ai-id anterior time. iequires isolating al1 anterior conte.xts (regardless 
of the presence in them of an anterior [or any other] nlarker). although this has rarely been 
attempted (see Myhill 1991: Tagliamonte & Poplack 1993). But we submit. and will 
demonstrate. that the problem is far more complex. The prii-iciple of accountability requires 
that al1 the otliei- temporal relations h m  enters into be examined as well. No particular 
propensity for a form to mark one temporal relationship can be established in the absence of 
information on its propensity to mark al1 of the other temporal relationships. There are a least 
three reasons for this. First. the semantic categories are themselves fuzzy. Thus anterior. for 
exaniple. i-i-iay also be remote o i  non-reniote. punctual or stative. Second. the t i~rms.  zero 
included. are inherently variable. and therefore may appear not only in their preterred 
contexts. but elsewhere as well. A ~inique association between forn-i and context can only be 
posited after establishing that the form is not likewise associated with other contexts. Finally. 
as a result of their inherent variability. as well as for other reasons detailed above. there is no 
a priori means to detern-iine which form, if any. zero is a "non-application" (or variant 
realization) of. The only solution is to take as denominator the entire past temporal reference 
space. and as numerator. al1 the forms attested within i t .  Section IV presents the results of this 
exercise. 
IV. RESULTS 
Table 1 displays the overall distribution of forms across past temporal reference contexts in 
NPE. 
TOTAL 1 4759 1 
Tablr 1: Overall distribution of forms used in past temporal reference contexts in NPE 
A large proportioi-i o f the  semantic domain ofpast is occupied by k m  (23%),  and somewhat 
lesser parts by d n l  (10%) and de (8%). h m  and f n l a  account for little more than 1 ' 3  each of 
al1 forms used in past temporal contexts. English morphology. as in (18). is equally sporridic. 
and is virtually always confined to irregular forms. such as vowel cliange or syllabic pasts. the 
variaiits 
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niajority of which ciccurred with one speaker.' 
(18a) a weiz dia as e sevintin yia ol (31565) 
' 1  went there as a seventeen yeai- old' 
(1%) wen g3d krieted e man. de giv am wunian (213 15) 
'When God created nian. they gave hini woman' 
Perhaps the most striking finding of Table 1 is the revelation that more than half of the past 
temporal reference contexts feature no overt niark at all. This raises the cluestio~i of whether 
the verbs in these contexts are marked with zero. If so. what is the sense of the zero mark'? 
Does it systeniatically ccinvey a reading of non-anterior past for punctual verbs. as would be 
predicted by the creole prototype? Or are these verbs simply unmarked? 
In determining the function of linguistic forms. there are two logical possibilities. The 
first is that any difference in meaning is emhodied in a difference in fomi. This is the position. 
implicit or explicit. of. e.:. Agheyisi (1971). Bickerton (1975) and Faraclas (1987; 1989). as 
well as of the traditional and generative linguistic enterprise more generally. The second. as 
is more typical of spoken lansuage. is that features of the environment will <o-occur- with these 
fornis in such a way as to indicate whether they are used for similar or different functions. 
Variable rule analysis enables us to characterize precisely the nature of these co-occurrence 
patterns by calculating which features of the environment are important and to what degree. 
Such features will be shown to exert effects that are both statistically sigr7ificar1t (as deterniined 
by the stepwise selection procedure incorporated in the variable rule p ro~ran i )  and irlil~orrc~rzt 
(as judged by the relative rarige of factor effects). 
IV. l .  Multivariate Analysis 
Table 7 depicts the results of six independent variable rule analyses of the contribution of the 
Sanle S ~ X  factoi-S (¡.e. TEMPORAL RELATIONSHIP. TEMPORAL DISTANCE. LEXICAL STATIVITY. 
TEMPORAL DISAMBIGUATION. MARK ON PRECEDING VERB and NEGATION) to the probability that 
each of k~rii, d31, h ~ l ,  , f m ~ f ,  C ~ P  aiid zero will be selected in a given past temporal reference 
context. The interpretation is as follows. If. for example. sequential temporal relationship 
contributes a substantially higher effect (when compared with other possible temporal 
relationships) to the choice of a form. then that form (whether overt or null) may be inferred 
to signal. or nznrh, that relationship. 
We tirst note from inspection of the ranges that the greatest contribution to the selection 
of each overt forni but one is contributed by the factor of temporal relationship. This su,, ooests 
that the particles do indeed play a role in deliinitin~ temporal space. Exaniining factor effects 
within this factor group for each form. we observe that k m  is promoted in sequential temporal 
relationship (with a contribution of .70). contrary to Faraclas' claiili (1987:49) that i t  has no 
hearing on time reference. Botli da7 and hn7 are fivored in anterior contexts (with 
contributions of .76 and .90 respectively). while de is preferred in non-anterior contexts (.64). 
The factor of TEMPORAL DISTANCE aiso exerts a strong effect on da7 and bm.The 
foimei- is associated with proximate (or non-remote). and the latter. with remote. anterior time. 
Note that LEXICAL STATIVITY. to which the expression of anteriority is said to be sensitive. is 
not selected as signiticant to the occurrence of either hni (the putative anterior rtiarker). or zero 
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iits putative counterpart). Moreover. the effect of stativity on the occurrence of k3t?l and dsti 
is smaller than that of aiiy other factor. I t  is moderate at best with respect to de.  Only the 
cornpletive rnarker,fnld displays a strong irifluence of this fearure. not surprisingly: states tend 
not to reach completion. 
Two additional factors test more general predictions about the role of contextual 
disarnbiguation in rnarking variability in creoles: PRESENCE OF A DISAMBIGUATING TEMPORAL 
ADVERB aiid MARK ON PRECEDING VERB. Contrary to the fuiictional efkct .  whereby 
grarnmatical forrns would surface only when absolutely required for informational purposes. 
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disamhiguation from adverbs exerts an effect that is riot only moderate. hut also inconsistent. 
that any of the options will appear. This is hecause the strongest predictor that each will be 
selected. zero included, is after a verh on which i t  has already occurred. 
Taken together. tlie results ir1 Table 2 reveal the existente of pervasive variahility in 
the past temporal reference sector of N P E .  Aside from this. however. they confirm the 
received wisdom. The NPE past temporal reference system is clearly relational rather than 
ahsolute. and sorne of the overt foriiis are sensitive to features like temporal distaiice and 
lemporal disamhiguation. 
How do these observations apply to zero? If zero is a variant of one or more of tlie 
overt forrns. [he contributiun of factors to its presence should he in inverse relationship 
(cateris paribus) to the same factors' contrihution to the preserice of the other forms. Froni 
perusal of the last columri of Tahle 2. i t  is plain that the factors affecting selection of the overt 
forrns have virtuaiiy no effect on zero. First. the effects of TEMPORAL RELATIONSHIP and 
TEMPORAL DlST4NCE are exceedingly smali in cornparison with each of the other fornls. 
LEXICAL STATlVlTY was not selected as signiticant at all. Only two factors exert any intluence 
on the choice of zero: the PARALLEL PROCESSING effect. whereby one zero leads to rnore. and 
especially, NEGATTON: zero is strongly favored when the verh is in the iiegative. We have 
already suggested that the interdiction against overt marking of past temporal negatives is 
likely a substratuni effect of lgbo. the L ,  of niost of the speakers. We returii to the role of zero 
helow . 
We observed earlier that b n ~  and da1 appeared to be functioning as anterior markers. 
given the great contribution of that factor to their selection (Tahle 2). But recall fr-oni Tahle 
1 that t in~ is exceedingly rare. only accounting for 1.5% of the data. How can these apparently 
conflictirig effects be reconciled'? As noted above, to assess the true role of these forms in 
niarking anteriority (or any other segment of the past time doniain). we niust take the semantic 
cnt~re.rrs as a referei-ice point. and examine the distribution of forrns across them. Consider 
Tables 3-6. 
Tahle 3 confirnis that of 867 anterior contexts isolated. h n ~  rnarks no more than 5 %  of 
thern. Interestingly. da7 niarks niany niore. 19%. Table 4 repeats this exercise by examiniiig 
TEMPORAL DISTANCE contexts. 
Observe that da1 occurs relatively frequently in (anterior) non-reniote contexts as 
conipared to hni (which never occurs here). explaining the preponderante of the former in 
anterior relations in Table 3.  But d3t1 is still onlg ~isecl in 15% of nori-remote contexts. the 
remainder of which either co-occur with another overt forrn. usually kgtn. or. everi more 
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typically. remain unnlarked. Of course i t  may be objected that the overall rates of occurrence 
depicted ir1 Tables 3 and 4 obscure any differential usape of forrns according to the stativity 
of the predicate. Accordingly. we riow examine their distribution as a tiinction of stativity. as 
in Table 5 .  
Tahle 5 confirms that lexical stativity is not a distinguishing factor in the choice of any of the 
fornis: the percentages across punctual and stative cuntexts are essentially the sarne. 
An inescapable finding of Tables 3 through 5 is that zero is by far the most frequently 
used option in each of the contexts exaniined. This is of course also evident from the very 
disparate rorrrrred irrenns. «r overall tendencies of occurrence. in the six independent variable 
rule runs in Table 2.  The corrected mean for zero is the highest. at .57. while that »f the overt 
forrns ranges from a high of only .19 for kan to a low of ,004 for hm. The likelihood that any 
of the overt forms will surface is thus very small. 
Without t a k i n  into account disparities in overall rate of occurrerice. the analyses in 
Table 2 obscure the fact that while bn7, for example. was shown to be highly favored in 
anterior contexts (with a probability of .90), it actually marks only a very small percentage of 
such contexts (Table 3). To permit comparisori of the probabilities that each ofthe forms will 
occur in a given context while at the same time controlling for their overall frequency of 
occurrence in that context. we reanalyzed the data according to the <.oinhined effect of 
CORRECTED MEAN and FACTOR WEIGHT. as in Table 6. This aiiows us tu compare the 
probabilities for a given factor nrross independent runs. in addition to the more traditional 
con~parisoii oftactor weights iiirhin a single run. The result is a cornposite picture nf the entire 
past temporal referente system. permitting assessment o f the  true role of each form in i t .  
Table 6 gives strong confirniation of our irnpressions based on the percentages in 
Tables 3. 4 and 5 .  The resuits for the TEMPORAL RELATIONSHIP. TEMPORAL DISTANCE and 
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MARK ON PRECEDING VERB make clear that certain contexts highly favor certain foriiis. But 
even the iiiost apparently specitic of these forms -hn7- whose prohahility of occurreiice in 
(rerriote) anterior contexts \íle have seen to he very hizh. is actually extremely infrequent even 
iii this niost tavored context. The prohahility that hn7 will occur. when its overall tendency of 
occurrence is factored in. is now only .04. Compare this with the vastly iiicreased prohahility 
(.62) that zero will occur in the sanie anterior context! This ohservation can siniply he repeated 
iicross tlie board. as can he seen by inspecting the rows featuriiiz tlie prohahilities of 
occurrence of forms across contexts. In every context and for every form. the probability that 
the overt forni will he selected is negligible when coinpared to that of zero. How can these 
results he interpreted? 
IV.2. TenseIAspect Fornis i i i  NPE 
It is clear that NPE makes productive use of tenselaspect distinctions like tertiporal 
ielationship. temporal distance and extended processes. We Iiave demonstrated that soitie of 
the Sorms exainined here are highly associated with such distinctions. e.g. bni with anterior 
reniote past. dni  with anterior proximate past. and k311 with sequential past. I t  is equally clear 
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that overt marking of these distinctions is far from ohligatory. as most descriptions of creoles 
in general. and NPE i i i  particular. would have it. hut rather. variable. Aiiy suggestion that the 
hare verbs have heen contextually disamhiguated. as is said to he typical of overt 
niorphological niarking in creoles. does not apply here. On [he contrary. [he contrihutions of 
factors testing this effect (¡.e. DlSAMBlGlJATlNG TEMPORAL ADVERB. and especialiy. MARI< ON 
PRECEDING VERB i i i  Table 2) rekeai no teiidency for overt forms to surface when they are sole 
hearers ofgramniatical inforniation. Moreover, most of the past temporal rei'ei-ence contexts 
we have isolated carry no grammatical indication of tense or aspect at all. other tlian what is 
e~icoded in [he (hare) verh itself. This is in striking contrast to the hehaviorf of fully (or even 
highly) grammaticized morphemes. which are used iiot only when the meanings they supply 
are necessar).. but also entirely redundantly (e.g. Bybee 1994:235). The fact that none of the 
overt forins predominates in any of the contexts it is said to "mark" is darnasing to [he claini 
that these are structui-ally specitied gramrnatical markers. 
What then is the status of these overt forms'? Our findings suggest that they are forms 
with graniniatical rneaning. alheit ones that have not yet completely gramniaticized formally 
to [he status of full-tledged morphemes. To evaluate this proposal. we now operationalize a 
nunibei- of indices of granimaticization and apply theni to these candidates for marker status. 
IV.3. hleasuring Grammaticizatiori 
Although any attempt at precise segmentation of the continuum resulting fi-om 
grammaticization processes remaiiis arbitrary. there is general agreement (e.2. Byhee 1985: 
Bybee et al. 1994: Heine e[ al. 1991 a: Heine & Reh 1984: Lehniann 1982: 1986) on the niost 
salient characteristics associated with them. These include semantic bleaching. increase in 
syntactic significance. fixatioii «f syntactic position. ohligatoriness in sonie contexts and 
ungrammaticalitjr in others. semantic. morphosyntactic and phonetic coalescence. loss of 
phonetic substance and increase in frequency of use. 
Tnble 7: lndices of grainmaricizarion (Bybee et al. 1994) for selected candid~tes 
Tahle 7 applies to the overt forrns used in NPE past temporal referente contexts five 
,jnixi 
Dnr 
d3i1 
indices adapted from Byhee et al. (1994) nieasuring. respectivel!. frequency. phonological 
reduction. and rigidification of syntactic position. These include: 1) overall frequency of 
occurrence. 2)  frequency of occurrence in the specitic seniaiitic context with which the forin 
is purportedly associated. 3) consonant assimilation. a measure of phonological reduction. and 
two measures of syntactic placenient: whether open class items are perrnitted to intervene 
O\'EHAI.I. 
FREQL'ENC1' 
1.3% 
2 %. 
10% 
FWEQCENCY 1N 
.SSOCI.ATED 
s e \ i a N T l c  C O N T E n  
N /A 
5 % ((aiiierior) 
15 7 (non-reniole) 
REDCCTION 
consonant 
assirnil~tio~i 
O % 
7% 
13%' 
1'OSI'l'lOIc 
open class 
interventioii 
47 % 
3 % 
3 ": 
posiíion 
preceding verh 
O %# 
96 % 
100% 
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between the particle and the main verb. and position of the particle with regard to the main 
verh. 
The regularity ot'the relationship hetween indices and forms is striking. The form that 
is higliest in overall frequency k s t n i  also scores highest on eacli of the other measures. I t  
occurs in specitically sequential contexts exponentially more than any other overt h r m .  it 
undergoes far more phoiiolopical reduction, i t  is virtually never separated from its main verh 
by intervening material and altnost always appears iii the tixed position preceding the inaiii 
verh. Compare hnz. which we have seen to he extremely rare. not only overall. hut also in 
specitically anterior contexts. hni may be observed to undergo far less phonological reduction. 
adinit more intervention of open-class material hetween it and the inain verh. and to he placed 
in more syntactic positions. And the other forms are neatly ranyed around these. forming a 
continuum. with the intermediate dsti scoring higher. and the rarer,fnzK. lower, on these 
ineasures. Thus. if there is crtij. candidate for morpheme status in the NPE past temporal 
referente system, i t  certainly is not hni. contra claims to that effect in virtually al1 the literature 
o11 NPE in particular. and Enplish-hased creoles more generally. The most highly 
granutiaticized form in the system is clearly kstn". 
This ohservation is holstered hy a comparison of the distrihution of forms across the 
individuals in our satnple. as in Tahle 8. It is clear that kstn is ahundantly used hy tnost 
speakers. In contrast. two thirds of the tokens of hni come from the same two. A full third oí' 
the speakers never used hm at all. 
Figure 2. hased on Tahles 3 and 4. provides perhaps the tirst empirically-niotivated 
portrait of a grammaticization continuum. illustrating with the NPE past temporal retttrence 
system. The hars indicate the portion each form currently occupies of the suhdomains 
representing the different temporal relationships and distances. 
Because grammaticization involves diachronic change. i t  is most meaningfully assessed 
by comparing different stayes of a laiiyuage. Especially instructive in this regard are Fayer's 
(1982: 1986) analyses of 18th and 19th century WAPE texts. Interestingly. throughout the 
period she studied. there was almost no evidence oí' the cohort of markers typical of creoles. 
dsti, the only fortn denoting aspect attested in the early data, is vanishingly rare. with an 
overall frequency of only .3% (Fayer 1981: 313). bni increases from a low of .2% in the 18th 
century to a high of 4 8  in some of tlie 19th century texts. At the outset. verhs were normally 
disamhiguated by temporal con.junctions and prepositional phrases occurring in sentence-initial 
position. By the 19th century. Fayer notes a qualitative change in distrihutional patterns: 
temporal niodification appears in other sentence positions (p. 286). and preverbal markeis 
iiicrease in frequency (p. 313). 
11 T a m ~ o r i l  D l i t i i c r  H 
Rcmotc 
16 1 3  a 9 I 
I Sequentiai 5 1 3 5 
1 Anterior I 
zero kom m don d e  f m ~ f  3 bm 
F I ~ I I I E  2: Perceiit distributioii ot toriiis across rlie pasr reiiiporal reterctice doiiiaiii accordiiic 
to teiiiporal distaiice aiid teiiiporal relarioiisliip. 
These data, taken together with the conteinporary distributions in Tahle 1. provide 
unequivocal evidence that use of overt forms in NPE has increased draniatically over the 
duration". Observe that d a ! ,  once accounting for no more than . 3 R  of the past temporal 
reference space. has now risen to a full 10%; de, with no earlier textual attestations. now 
occupies 8%: even hm has increased from near non-existente to 1.5% 1 3 .  But zero still accounts 
for most of the conceptual space. 
IV.5. The Role of Zero and Overt Forms in Marking Past Time 
We niay now return to the question raised earlier reparding the function of zero in NPE. Can 
we infer from the progression of overt forms aloiig the prarnmaticization cline that zero signals 
the absence of one of them? To  qualify as a zero n~arker .  according to Bybee et al. (1994: 
239). the interpretation of the zero-inarked form must he "specitic and unamhiguous". and the 
inferences speakers make regarding its choice should form part of its explicit meaning. If this 
were the case. we should ohserve a particular association of zero witli one or more of the 
semantic suhdomains we identified. None obtains. Our finding that zero is preferred nver every 
overt form in each context. with no particular favoring effect for any (except the substratal 
negatioii effect) militates against identifying it as the specific rncirkrr of any one of theni. 
Because the overt forms occupy such a small part ofeach semantic subdomain (Figure 2). and 
e v e n  more damaging to their identification as grarnmatical niorpherr ies  hecause they may 
occur in severa1 of them (albeit with differing degrees offrequency). none of them can he said 
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to unamhi_ouously signal a sprcific rneaning. I t  follows that zrrci cannot signal the ahsence of 
that meaniilg (Lahov 1984). 
What then is the hnction of these forrns in rnarking past time? Bybee (1994: 239) 
distiiiguishes "zero nleaning". i .e.  the meaniiig expiessed hy a zero ti~arkrr.  aild "open 
nieaiiiiig". conveyed hy the abseiice uf an (c~pticinal) grammatical rnorpherne. We supyest that 
zeio has "opeil meailiilg": i t  hnctions as the default rnarker of past temporal reference. In this 
seiise irs use is siinilar to the "neutral" forrn descrihed hy Weln~ers (1973) for Etih. which is 
used simplp to state what happenrd without any particular emphasis. or the NPE "invariant 
fo rn~"  desciihed by Agheyisi (1971: 133). which contiasts with those conveying "tense aiid 
aspect variations". In order to dii,e,-t the hasic tendency toward the neutral. or default. 
interpretation »f past time to. say. a narrative or sequential one. k a n  can he ernployed. Foi. a 
coiitinuou\ reading. de rnay he selected. Foi- an anterior rernote nieanirig. h n ~  is an option. and 
so on. As pointed out hy Sankoff (1990: 309) in comection with beti in Sranan and Tok Pisin. 
selectioii of an overt form is not an autornatic part of the syntax. hut proceeds according to an 
optiorial systeni. as is typical of the initial stages of grarnrnaticization. While sernantic 
distinctions are heing created. use of the forms expressing thern nlust hr sensitive to discourse- 
pragnlatic conceriis. 
Open rneaning rnay develop into zero meariing via some of the same rnechanisms 
niotivating gramiiiaticization of overt niaterial (Byhee 1994). Chief aniony thern are increased 
frequency of an overt forrn and concornitant licensing of the inference that. in its absence. the 
meaning associated with i t  was not intended. Eventually. other senses come to be 
conventionally associated with the ahsence of the  form. This has not yet occurred in NPE. 
The distrihution ofzero and overt forms in NPE hears little resemblance to the creole 
prototype. Nor does it derive froni thr superstrate. which has an entirely different systein of 
past tiiiie marking via inflection. ¡.e. -ed . as the default option. We suggest that the ohserved 
variability in zero rnarkiilg is a residur of the substrate. A numher of independent lines of 
evidence poiiit in this diiection. For one thing. thr conceptual space coverrd hy zero in NPE 
corresponds closely to that covered hy the umilarked past in at least some West African 
languages. For another. the strong effect of negation (Tahle 2)  is a known characteristic of 
Igho. Finally. we have already ohserved signiticant suhstraturn effects on other unrelated areas 
of the NPE gramnlar (Tagliamonte et al. 1997). 
CONCLUSIONS 
By takingpnst time as our reference point. rather than the markers said to encode it. we have 
succeeded in deliniiting thr different sernantic suhdornains making up the IVPE past temporal 
reference sector. This in turn enahled us to scientifically test the role of each. as well as that 
of Iexical stativity. in predicring the occurrence of overt and zero forms in discourse. We have 
estahlislied that relative tense organization of the past teniporal reference system is certaiiily 
operative in NPE. On the other hand. our findings do riot support the characterization of aspect 
piorninence typically associated with creoles in general. and NPE in particular. This can he 
iriferied from the findiiigs that 1 )  ovrrt aspectual forrns are rarely used. and 2) LEXICAL 
STATII'ITY does not distinguish among thern or zero14. We stress that these results could only 
have heen revealed by exarnination of the different temporal rwitr.~ts.  iii addition to the usual 
analysis of the distribution of fornis across them. 
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Catesorica1 perception coupled with the structuralist tendency to ascrihe a single 
functioii to each form -like hm emhodying anterior temporal relationship- together conspire 
in promoting the widespread notion that the fornis studitsd here are g r a m a t i c a l  nml-ker.5 of 
specitic nieanings. We have showii that vnly a small ininority of NPE contexts witli a particular 
semantic reference are accompaiiied hy aii overt form claimed to encnde this reference. 
Moreover. the overt fomls typically appeiir in niore than one context. Thus although they have 
yraniniaticized considerahl~, oIJer the past couple of centuries. iione of the foriiis considered 
here. zero included. niay be said to have as yet attained the status of g r a m a t i c a l  mcirkel-. 
Rather we have suggested that selection of an o\,ert forin niay seive special discourse- 
pragmatic needs. typical of earlier stages of granimaticization. It follows that the selection of 
zero cannot be inferred to unambiguously signal the absence of a specific ineaning. poce the 
Bickertonian scenario. wherehy each form. overt iind null. has a unique interpretation. 
1 .  Tliousli ideiitificnti«ii of tlie iiiteracrioii hetweeii teiiiporal refereiice aiid srarivity as a particularly "creole" 
cliaracieristic i u?uüll) atirihuted 10 Bickertoii: ii \vas already iioted in Weliiisr's (1973) descriprioiis oí' Weii Ahiciiii 
laiiguagcs. as wcll as iii Aglieyisi's (1971) descripiioii of NPE. 
2 .  Codes iii pareiiilirses r ck r  I« speaker iiuiiiber *id Iocaiioii of her!his uilerniice iii ilie NPE Corpus. Traiiscriprioii 
pi.otocol -ellerally follo\vs Aglieyisi ( 197 1 ) wlierr possible. 
3. Receilt work iii creolistics rnakes clear tliat pidguis aiid creoles iii facr exliibir far niorr diversity iii tlieir Tb1A 
S! ieiiis tlian previously assunird (c.p. rMuf~3eiie 1986: 199 1 ) Siiigler ( 1990: xiv 1 aiid srvei-al (ir ilie papers tliereiii). 
4. Scliiieider (1966) cquaips bni  wirli uiidiffereiiliatcd pasi. 
5 .  Ser Tnsliaiiiniitc et al. (1997) kir detniled descriplioii o1 tlie corplis 
6 .  Tlic fcw vcrbs tor wliicli oiie of rliesr relatioiisliips could 1101 hc iiiferred \vere exeluded froiii tlic calculiitioiis. 
Furtlier inforiiiatioii repardiiig the codiiig of trniporal relarioiisl~ips iii discourse can be Iound iii Ta;li;iiiiciiire ( 1  991) 
aiid Ta~_liaiiiciiiie & Poplack ( 1  993). 
7 .  Piloi iesm al1 possible resuliiiie ci~ii~hiiiaiioris yiclded subsiaiiiially siiiiilnr resulis. i i i  wliai l i i l l ~ ~ ~ s  wc prcsciii 
iliosc for Icricril siaiivit~ . aiid disiiii=iiisli orily puiictual aiid siative verbs. 
8. Moreover. tiie overi iiiarks sui-taeiiig iii tliis doiiiniii \vil1 be observed iii ciisuiiic iuialyses to be used to sny ditfc~rcvrr 
tiiines. Tlius tliey do iioi ccirrespciiid to tlie strict defiiiiiioii »f viiriailts of a variable as cilteriiative ways of sa)iiis tlie 
saiiie ihiiig. 
9. ~oiiibiiiatioiis of iiiore tiim orie foriii (ofteii cited ui tiie literature1 are extreniely rare aiid are luiiited to d a !  + h-si! 
sequeiices i .08%. N =1). Tlie oiil! exception is de.  wliicli co-occurs witli al1 tlie otlier foriiis. Recali tliat d f ~  is a 
coiitiiiuous iiiarhr whicli. uiilike tlir otlier iiiarkers exaiiliiicd here. Iias iio iiidepeiidetit eoniio~\ii«ii rif past: \ve iielude 
ii oiily hq \'iriue (IF its occurreiicr i i i  pasi ieiiipciral rerereiice coilteuts. Ii i  Tahles 2 aiid 6. iiiriiihei-S 01' 89 sequeiices 
were exaiiiiiicd iiidcpeiideiitly wiili ilii. reiiiaiiider «f ilieir coliort. 
10. Pcrcciiia$cs iiin! iioi add up [o I O 0  duc to rouiidiiig 
I l .  To aiiy su~gesiioii tliat tlie discrepaiicy hetwceii our results aiid tlic claiiiis iiiade for NPE iiiay he due to ilir coiitici 
tliese speakri-s Iiove Iiiid witli Ottawa Eiiglisli over rhe past fi\'e !siirs. a.r i-espotid tliat eveii if coiiiaci-iiiduced 
:raiiiiiiaiical cliaiipr were possible ovei' a iiiiie spaii o i  fivr !ears (ir less (itself Iiiehly douhtful). the behovioi- of haii  
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Iias iio couiircrpart iii Eiiglisli. It tlius caiuiot he arrrihutcd to rliis sourcc. See Tagliaiiioiite e! o/. ( 1997) for friller 
discussioii of tliis isbur. Sucli discrepaicies are ofteii cihserved wlieii eiiipiriciil aiinlyses of spokeii Iaiiyuage data arr 
coiiiprirrd uirli citlirr hpes of aiial!si>. (Cf. Bicherioii (197.5) uith Saiikoff (1990) aiid Myhill ( 1991 ) for aiiotlier cciw 
ii i  poiiit) 
12. Iii coiiiraii. Eii~_lisli-likc iiillcciioiial mid auuiliary coiisiriic~ioris, wliicli iiiakc up ilic balmice (iiearly 305; of ilic 
rcnsc aiid aspccr iiiarkers iii tlic Dio!?. ofArirern D~tke (Fnycr 1982: 278) Iiavc al1 hur disappcarcd. 
13. Tlir iiiosr draiiiaric cliaiige would apprrir ro iiivolve ilir curreiit froiii-ruiiiier. Xmi. altli«ugli it is uiiclear wlietliri- 
its ahseiice li-oiii Fayrr 's couiirs is dur ia i i \  ahseiice froiii tlie ie'rts cir to irs rioi l ia~iiig hreii coiisidered. 
l J. Nor is iliis a recciit iiirio\.a~ioii. Fa-er's earl) WAPE data include (c'rtreiiiely rare) atieaiatiiiii 11f oiily ciiic asprci 
iiiai-her. d s i .  Intrresiiiigl~. ilierr is iio rvidriicr of a Lfrxlcni. ST.ATIVITY rffrcl tliere riilirr (¡bid.: 313-11). Tlirsr 
fiiidiiies clialleiigc tlic characicri~a~ioii ol' aspcct as ilic iiiaior uiidcrlyiiig iiiccliaiiisiii of ~ l i c  pasi ieiiiporal relerciice 
S ) S I C I ~ I  iii (rarlicr or coiitciiiporary) NPE. 
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